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How sustainable is UMD's newest Building?
UMD is dedicated to sustainability, with a focus on reducing our campus' carbon footprint. Because nearly
90% of our carbon emissions come from heating and powering campus buildings, new construction and
renovation projects need to be greener and more energy efficient to reach our carbon emission reduction goals.
Since 2007, several buildings have been built or renovated with LEED standards
(http://d.umn.edu/sustainability/campus-initiatives/buildings/green-buildings) in mind. In fact, there are five

LEED certified buildings on the UMD campus. Our newest building, Heikkila Chemistry and Advanced
Material Science (HCAMS) (http://d.umn.edu/sustainability/news/greenhcams-0), however, did not receive
this LEED certification, but instead followed Minnesota State B3 Guidelines.
https://www.d.umn.edu/sustainability/news/hcams2
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Minnesota’s B3 Sustainable Building Energy Standards Guidelines (https://www.b3mn.org/guidelines/) were
developed to drastically reduce the carbon footprint of industrial, institutional, and commercial buildings. The
guidelines ensure that Minnesota state buildings are built with sustainability in mind in terms of water, energy,
indoor environment, materials, and waste. All state bonded projects that have not begun their design phase
before January 1, 2015 must follow these guidelines to meet the energy standards laid out by B3. The energy
standards for all projects built after 2015 will be 70 percent lower than that of the average building. In 2020
this standard will increase to 80 percent lower energy usage than the average building. These standards will
continue to increase every few years until all buildings reach net zero energy.
The design phase of HCAMS, a 56,000 square foot, three story building, began in April 2015. During this
phase sustainable building practices were developed. With 18 laboratory rooms, 22 offices, and 11
collaborative areas, maximizing the sustainability of HCAMS proved to be a difficult task. Despite being 30%
more efficient than the average research building, when in full operation it will add about 3% to UMD’s
carbon footprint. Variable flow fume hoods with sash control placed in every lab room, low wattage LED
lights throughout the interior and exterior of the building, a 50 kW solar array on the roof, and a plate heat
recovery system are definite contributors to this low energy consumption. HCAMS also does a great job at
reducing resource use. During construction about 83% of materials were tracked as recycled. Construction
material themselves were chosen favoring long lasting materials such as zinc shingles, and aluminum. Water is
conserved through low flow faucets, urinals and toilets. Other sustainable features include stormwater
treatment/management and connection to the campus' chilled and steam heat districts.
Building in compliance with B3 guidelines is mandatory, requires no registration or certification fees, and is
equivalent to higher levels of LEED certification. Because B3 is equivalent, if not more strict than LEED
certification, UMD has focused on using the B3 standards in its most recent projects (Superior Dining Center,
Cina Hall, and HCAMS). It makes economic sense for UMD to continue to do so with all future projects, as
the standards ensure energy and water-efficient buildings for many years into the future!

HCAMS Fully Opening its Doors Soon
With an official grand opening and ribbon cutting taking place on August 9th (https://news.d.umn.edu/newsand-events/news/hcams-grand-opening), HCAMS will be open for incoming first year students to explore
during Bulldog Welcome Week, and as the fall semester gets on its way students of all ages and disciplines
will enjoy learning in the labs and research spaces, along with enjoying several new study lounge spaces.

https://www.d.umn.edu/sustainability/news/hcams2
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RELATED LINKS
UMD Green Buildings (https://champ.d.umn.edu/sustainability/campus-initiatives/buildings/green-buildings)
MN B3 Guidelines (https://mn.b3benchmarking.com/)
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